Kindergarten Care Kit

To help maintain a happy and healthy kindergarten classroom, we are requesting each student bring the following items:

- 2 large boxes of tissues
- 5 containers of baby wipes
- 1 large containers of disinfecting wipes
- 1 bottle of liquid hand soap (boys provide)
- 1 bottle liquid hand sanitizer (girls provide)
- Old Adult oversized tee shirt for art class
  - Please check that shirt length is appropriate for a child to walk safely.
  - Please send shirt in a labeled bag.
- Backpack MUST be BIGGER than 12" x 15" and large enough to hold a large 12" x 15" library book. Please purchase ONE with an easy zipper that your child can open and close without assistance.
  - Backpacks with wheels are not permitted at Navy.
- 1 complete seasonal appropriate change of clothing to remain in backpack at all times

Please do not label any school supplies because we will share most of them. Please be sure to label personal items such as backpacks, jackets, lunchboxes, and coats.

Thank you for supporting our kindergarten program!